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Abstract Development of statistical tests to detect

selection (strictly speaking, departures from the

neutral equilibrium model) has been an active area

of research in population genetics over the last

15 years. With the advent of dense genome sequenc-

ing of many domesticated crops, some of this

machinery (which heretofore has been largely

restricted to human genetics and evolutionary biol-

ogy) is starting to be applied in the search for genes

under recent selection in crop species. We review the

population genetics of signatures of selection and

formal tests of selection, with discussions as to how

these apply in the search for domestication and

improvement genes in crops and for adaptation genes

in their wild relatives. Plant domestication has

specific features, such as complex demography,

selfing, and selection of alleles starting at intermedi-

ate frequencies, that compromise many of the stan-

dard tests, and hence the full power of tests for

selection has yet to be realized.

Keywords Selective sweeps � Detecting selection �
Genomic scans

Domestication, improvement, and adaptation

genes

Localizing genes critical to the domestication of

modern crops from their ancestral wild relatives and

genes subsequently involved in significant improve-

ment following the initial domestication has both

agronomic and intellectual importance. How might

such genes be found? If one wishes to specify the

traits thought to be involved in domestication or

improvement, standard QTL approaches can be used,

either by examining specific candidate genes or by

applying more general genomic scans using line

crosses or association studies (e.g., Lynch and Walsh

1997). In many cases of domestication, improvement,

or adaptation, the actual traits that have been

modified are unknown, especially if these are not

morphological, but rather physiological or biochem-

ical traits. How can we logically search for domes-

tication/improvement genes when the actual traits are

unspecified? Further, even if a candidate region is

segregating variation that influences a proposed trait,

how can one formally show that this region was

actually involved in a domestication or improvement

event?

The answer comes from a rather rich population

genetic literature on tests of departures from the

neutral equilibrium model (drift and mutation in a

random-mating population of constant size). Here we

review the basic logic behind such tests, examine a

few key tests in detail, and look at some of the
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limitations and open questions raised by this

approach as concerns their use in the search for plant

domestication and adaptation genes. Our intended

audience for this review are plant breeders with (at

best) a passing knowledge of this area. A number of

reviews of tests of selection have appeared (a partial,

but not exhaustive, list includes Kreitman 2000;

Nielsen 2001; Ford 2002; Schlotterer 2003; Storz

2005; Wright and Gaut 2005; Nielsen 2005; Sabeti

et al. 2006; Biswas and Akey 2006). Our aim here is

not to compete with these previous reviews, but

rather introduce this area to an important audience

that may not have had significant exposure to this

developing field. We have tried (perhaps unsuccess-

fully) to walk a fine line between introducing the key

concepts while still presenting enough of the formal

theory to allow the more inquisitive reader to follow

some of the more technical developments.

While QTL/association studies look for marker-

trait associations at a target locus, tests of signatures

of selection look directly at the pattern of molecular

variation at a target locus, ignoring any trait infor-

mation. Hence, one does not need to specify a trait (or

traits) as would be required in a search for marker-

trait associations. While both QTL scans and scans

for selection rely on linkage and a dense set of highly

variable markers, we can regard them as comple-

mentary approaches. A QTL scan might detect

candidate genes influencing a trait, while tests of

selection on these genes can directly look for past (or

present) signatures of selection at these sites.

There is a rich population genetics literature on

tests of whether an observed pattern of polymorphism

and/or observed between-population/species differ-

ence can be accounted for with the standard neutral

model. Rejection of this hypothesis offers the possi-

bility that selection may play a role, but (as we will

see) other forces (such as changes in population size

and population subdivision) can also cause strong

deviations from the neutral equilibrium model. Tests

for departures from neutrality roughly fall into

three categories, depending on whether they require

only within-species (polymorphism) data, or only

between-species (divergence) data, or both.

Examples of tests based solely on the pattern and

amount of within-species polymorphism include

Tajima’s D, Fu and Li’s D* and F*, Fu’s W and FS,

and Fay and Wu’s H (all discussed below). These

tests can detect on-going or recent selection, but are

also strongly influenced by demographic history

(such as a recent population bottleneck).

Two of the most widely applied tests, the

McDonald–Kreitman and the Hudson, Kreitman and

Aguade (or HKA) tests, use both within- and

between-species variation (polymorphism and diver-

gence). These tests also allow one to detect on-going

or recent selection. The final approach are those tests

based solely on phylogenetic comparisons between

species. These only detect signatures of rather

historical (and repeated) selection, and we will not

discuss these further (see Nielsen and Yang 1998;

Nielsen 2005 for a review).

The structure of this paper is as follows. We first

review some basic features of the neutral model, and

then consider the typical signature (a selective sweep)

left in a region under recent directional selection.

Next, we review recent attempts to look for signa-

tures of selection caused by domestication. This is

followed with a review of several of the most popular

formal tests for selection and limitations of these

approaches for the detection of domestication genes.

We conclude by discussing several unresolved issues

in applying these approaches in plant breeding.

Within- and between-species patterns of variation

under strict neutrality

In order to look for departures in the pattern of

within- or between-species variation due to selection,

we first need to consider what these patterns are

expected to look like under strict neutrality. Hence,

we start with a brief digression reviewing classic

results from the neutral theory (e.g., Kimura 1983).

The effect of finite population size (genetic drift) is

to remove genetic variation, with the decay of

existing variation being fastest in small populations.

Conversely, while drift is removing variation, muta-

tion is creating it. Hence, with a constant population

size, a balance between these two forces results in a

standing level of variation occurring within a popu-

lation. The parameter that describes how much

equilibrium variation is expected within a population

is h ¼ 4Nel, where l is the (neutral) per-generation

mutation rate for the locus under consideration and

Ne the effective population size.

To see where this parameter comes from, we turn

to a very powerful approach for thinking about drift,
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namely the coalescent process (Rosenberg and

Nordborg 2002 provide a nice introduction to

coalescent theory, while Hein et al. 2005 provide a

more detailed treatment). Here one follows lineages

instead of alleles, and we think of the lineages

merging, or coalescing, as we move back in time,

with all of the current lineages eventually tracing

back to a single most recent common ancestor

(MRCA). If the time until the MRCA is very short,

there is little chance for mutation to generate new

variation within the resulting daughter lineages, while

if the time is long, considerable variation can arise.

Specifically, if the time back to the MRCA for two

sequences (A and B) being compared is t generations,

then we expect (on average) tm mutations to arise as

we move from the sequence in the MRCA to

sequence A and likewise tm mutations when moving

from the MRCA to sequence B, or an expected total

of 2tm mutations between the two sequences. Since

mutations occur at random, the actual number of

mutational differences between these two sequences

follows a Poisson distribution with success parameter

2tl. If Ne is the effective size of a population, then for

two randomly drawn sequences, the expected time

back to their MRCA under pure drift is just 2Ne (for a

diploid). Hence, the expected number of mutational

differences between these two sequences is

2tl ¼ 4Nel ¼ h:
More generally, we can compute the distribution

of variation within a sample of k sequences from a

population of size N by considering the time until the

two most recent lineages within the sample coalesce,

now leaving k � 1 distinct lineages and so forth until

we coalesce all of the k sampled lineages back to a

single MRCA (Fig. 1). The first coalescent time

(tk, moving from k to k � 1 lineages) follows a

geometric distribution with success parameter

k(k � 1)/4N (Hein et al. 2005), and hence an

expected time of 4N/[k(k�1)]. This leaves k � 1

lineages, and the time tk � 1 back to the next MRCA

(leaving k � 2 lineages) follows a geometric with

parameter ðk � 1Þðk � 2Þ=4N. One continues until all

of the lineages coalescent to a single MRCA, and the

resulting joint distribution of coalescent times (under

pure drift) is entirely determined by the sample size k

and effective population size Ne (which more gener-

ally replaces N in our above discussion). Onto this

distribution of coalescent times one overlays

the particular mutation model being assumed

(e.g., infinite alleles, infinite sites, step-wise) to

obtain a complete probabilistic model of the expected

variation in the sample.

Another consequence of drift is that populations

will diverge over time as new mutations arise and are

fixed by chance, creating a between-line (or popula-

tion/species) divergence. For a diploid population of

size N, on average 2Nl new mutations are created

each generation. Under the assumption of neutrality,

each of these new mutations has probability 1/(2N) of

being fixed. Thus, the expected number of new

(neutral) mutations arising each generation that are

destined to become fixed is just 2Nl � 1=ð2NÞ ¼ l:
Hence, under pure drift, the expected number of fixed

differences within a line after t generations is just tl,

giving the expected amount of divergence from two

lines separated t generations ago as dðtÞ ¼ 2tl.

Between- and within-population variation thus

behaves differently under drift, with the amount of

within-population variation a function of h ¼ 4Nel;
while the between-population is a function of tl,

independent of population size.

Hitch-hiking, linkage drag, and selective sweeps

Against this neutral background, what is the nature of

a signal that selection would leave? When selection

Fig. 1 The expected coalescent for a sample of five sequences

from a (diploid) population of size N. t5 denotes the first

coalescence event, the time in which we move from five

distinct lineages to four distinct lineages because we reach the

MRCA of the two most recent. The expected time for this is

4N=½ kðk � 1Þ � ¼ 4N=ð5 � 4Þ ¼ N=5: Likewise, the time to

move from four distinct lineages to three distinct lineages, t4
has expected value 4N/(4*3) = N/3. Similarly, t3 has expected

value N/1.5, and t2 a value of 2N, for a total time to the MRCA

of all sampled sequences of N (1/5 + 1/3 + 2/3 + 2) = 3.2N
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rapidly increases the frequency of an allele, linked

sites also hitch-hike along for the ride (Maynard

Smith and Haigh 1974). Plant breeders are aware of

this phenomenon, namely linkage drag (Brinkman

and Frey 1977), wherein a favorable introgressed

region may drag along unfavorable linked genes. If

the introgression is sufficiently rapid, the amount of

linkage drag can be considerable. Likewise, when

selection (natural or artificial) favors a particular

allele, sites linked to that allele are also dragged

along to fixation, resulting in a region around the

selected site showing reduced genetic variation

relative to the rest of the genome. Such a selective

sweep occurs because the effect of selection is to

reduce the effective population size at linked regions.

This results in decreased times to the MRCA, and

hence less polymorphism, due to a shortening of the

coalescence times relative to pure drift. In the

extreme case wherein the favorable allele starts as a

single copy that is rapidly fixed, sites tightly linked to

that region will also descend from this initial

haplotype containing the favorable allele. The more

rapid the fixation, the more reduced the level of

variation around the favored site and the larger the

size of the region influenced by the sweep. It is

important to note, however, that while linkage may

reduce the levels of standing variation through their

reductions in Ne (and hence h ¼ 4Nel), linkage has

essentially no effect on the average substitution rate

at linked neutral sites. This is because (as discussed

above), the per generation rate of divergence between

neutral sites is simply the mutation rate, independent

of population size.

Thus, one signal for selection is a reduced level of

polymorphism relative to the rest of the genome,

something that could be detected by either scoring a

number of markers around a candidate gene or using

a dense marker screen of the entire genome, the

equivalents of candidate gene and genomic scan

approaches (respectively) that one uses in QTL

mapping. However, a significant reduction in the

level of polymorphism (by itself) is by no means

sufficient to indicate selection, as this could simply

reflect a reduction in the neutral mutation rate in that

region. Further, even under a neutral model, a plot of

the polymorphism level over a chromsome can often

show significant dips, simply due to sampling effects

(Jensen at al. 2005). Thus, while regions of signif-

icantly decreased polymorphism are certainly

suggestive, more formal tests are required, as we

will review shortly.

As shown in Fig. 2, directional selection results in

a reduction in the level of polymorphism at sites

linked to the region under selection. Conversely, a

region under overdominant selection will show an

increase in the amount of polymorphism at linked

neutral sites. Both of these observations can be

thought of in terms of time. Under a selective sweep,

markers tightly linked to a selected locus have a more

recent common ancestor than the rest of the genome,

while under overdominant selection, linked sites have

a deeper (older) common ancestor. Figure 3 illus-

trates this idea by contrasting the coalescent times

under pure drift, directional, and overdominant

selection.

There is a final selective force that can cause a

decrease in the level of polymorphism, namely

Chromosomal position

msihpro
mylop fo leve

L

Fig. 2 The impact of selection on a particular site (filled

circle) on variability at surrounding neutral sites. The vertical

axis plots heterozygosity, the horizontal axis genome location.

The upper graph shows the effect of a selective sweep, which

results in a decrease in the levels of linked neutral polymor-

phisms around the selected site. The width of this window of

reduction is a function of recombination (smaller c = larger

width), selection (larger s = larger width) and time of the sweep

(longer the time since the sweep, the smaller the width). Plots

such as this using real data are generated by computing the

variation in a window (of, say 100–1,000 bases) that we slide

along the genome. The lower graph shows that balancing

selection results in an increase in the level of linked neutral

polymorphisms
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background selection (Charlesworth et al. 1993,

1995). Here, selection against newly arising delete-

rious mutations also reduces the effective population

size in a linked region around the selected site.

Highly deleterious alleles have little impact, as such

mutations are removed almost immediately. How-

ever, slightly deleterious mutations may drift up to

low (but not rare) frequencies, and their removal has

a larger impact. While the effect for any single

removal may be minor, one expects significantly

more deleterious mutations arising within a region

than beneficial ones, and hence background selection

can potentially have a rather significant effect.

Further, it is very difficult to distinguish between

selective sweeps (selection for new alleles) and

frequent background selection (selection against

new alleles), although we discuss some approaches

for this below. Of special interest to us is that the

effects of background selection can be quite signif-

icant in highly selfing plant populations (Charles-

worth et al. 1993), due to their low effective

recombination rates.

The nature and persistence of the signal left by a

selective sweep has been extensively investigated by

population geneticists. As one might except, the

stronger the selection, the quicker an allele becomes

fixed, and the larger the linked region influenced by the

sweep. Likewise, as recombination decreases, the

length of the sweep-influenced region increases.

Specifically, Kaplan et al. (1989) showed that an

approximation for the distance d at which a neutral site

can be influenced by a sweep is a function of the

strength of selection s and the recombination fraction c,

d ’ 0:01
s

c
ð1aÞ

Equation 1a thus allows for an estimate of the

historical value of s given an observed size d and an

estimate of the local recombination fraction,

s ’ 100 � d � c ð1bÞ

Kim and Stephan (2002) showed that the sweep

region can often be asymmetric around the selected

site, so one should chose d as the average of both

sides of the sweep. Hence, if d is the total width of the

genomic window of reduced polymorphism, then

d ¼ d=2, but the midpoint of this window is not

necessarily a good estimate of the position of the

selected site.

The time for the sweep to occur, namely the time

to fixation of a favorable allele, is approximately

2lnð2NÞ=s generations, assuming that the favorable

allele starts out as a single new mutation (Stephan

et al. 1992). Assuming one starts with a single new

favorable mutant, a crude approximate for the time t

(in generations) for fixation can be expressed as

t � 2 lnð2NÞ
s

� 2 lnð2NÞ
100 � d � c ¼ 0:02

lnð2NÞ
d � c ð1cÞ

Once the favored site has become fixed (and

indeed even on its way to fixation), signal for the

sweep starts to decay through recombination and

mutation. Przeworski (2002) suggestes that the signal

of a sweep persists for roughly Ne generations, so that

recent sweeps can leave a signature, but more ancient

sweeps do not. A number of investigators have

suggested estimators for the time since a sweep

(Perlitz and Stephan 1997; Enard et al. 2002; Jensen

et al. 2002; Przeworski 2003), but these are very

sensitive to model assumptions. Finally, a critical

assumption for much of the theoretical work on

sweeps is that they are initiated by the appearance of

a single new mutation favored by selection. During

domestication, the situation might have been differ-

ent, with alleles already segregating in the population

becoming favored under domestication. Such a

Fig. 3 Coalescent times under pure drift and two types of

selection. Under balancing selection (by which we formally

mean selective overdominance where the fitness of the

heterozygote exceeds that of the homozygotes), the time back

to the most recent common ancestor (MRCA) is longer than

under pure drift. Under directional selection (often called a

selective sweep), an allele sweeps through a population far

quicker than under drift and hence has a more recent MRCA
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scenario has significant implications for the type of

signature left by a selective sweep, making them

much more difficult to detect. We will return to this

point later.

Signatures of selective sweeps in maize and rice

Several groups have reported potential loci under

selection in maize (Wang et al. 1999; Whitt et al. 2002;

Vigouroux et al. 2002; Palaisa et al. 2004; Clark et al.

2004; Wright et al. 2005; Yamasaki et al. 2005) and

rice (Olsen et al. 2006). Perhaps the most convincing

example is the work of Doebley on the maize gene

teosinte branched 1, henceforth tb1 (Wang et al. 1999;

Clark et al. 2004, 2006). This gene was originally

detected in QTL mapping studies in crosses between

maize and teosinte and subsequently shown to be the

previously characterized locus tb1, which has major

effects on plant architecture (Doebley et al. 1995).

Given its obvious role as a candidate domestication

gene, Wang et al. (1999) compared the levels of

polymorphism around this locus in maize with the

corresponding region in teosinte. Throughout this

region, maize was found to have reduced levels of

polymorphism (about 75%) relative to teosinte, but

this is consistent with a bottleneck during domestica-

tion influencing all loci in modern maize (Tenaillon

et al. 2004). More importantly, they observed a

significant decrease in the amount of polymorphism

in the 50 NTR region of maize (but not teosinte) tb1,

suggesting a selective sweep influenced this region.

Surprisingly, the sweep did not influence the coding

region, suggesting that the selected site was in the 50

regulatory region, as opposed to selection on a change

in the amino acid sequence of tb1. Clark et al. (2004)

examined the 50 tb1 region in more detail, finding

evidence for a sweep influencing a region of 60–90 kb

in the 50NTR. Both Wang et al. and Clark et al.

controlled for the possibility of this reduction in

neutral polymorphism being caused by reduced

mutation rates in this region by comparing polymor-

phism levels with a close relative (teosinte).

Wang et al. applied Eq. 1a to estimate the average

strength of selection on this site, obtaining s ’ 0:05.

This value of s implies an expected time for selection

to fix the domestication allele of around

300–1,000 years, indicating a fairly long period of

domestication.

While tb1 is a potential (and very likely) gene

involved in very early domestication, a possible

example involving a gene selected after initial

domestication (during the improvement phase) is

the Waxy gene in rice (Olsen et al. 2006). Sticky

(glutinous) rice results from low amylose levels,

which are typical of temperate japonica variety

groups, and this has been shown to be due to a splice

mutant in the Waxy gene. Olsen et al. observed a

region of 250 kb around Waxy with greatly reduced

levels of polymorphism compared to control popula-

tions (lines of nonsticky rice). The size of this region

(using the local recombination rate) gives the

estimated strength of selection acting on this site as

s ’ 4:6, implying selection much stronger than on tb1

during maize domestication. Further, while the sweep

around tb1 did not even influence the coding region

of its gene, the Waxy sweep covers 39 rice genes. As

we discuss below, if a number of sweeps covering

large regions occur during the course of domestica-

tion, this can have significant evolutionary effects on

the entire genome.

While a reduction in the level of polymorphism at

neutral markers is consistent with a selective sweep,

this simple observation (by itself) is not a formal test

for selection. Hence, we now consider such tests.

Tests based strictly on within-population variation

The logic behind polymorphism-based tests, in a

nutshell, is time. If a locus has been under positive

selection, it will have a younger MRCA relative to a

sequence under pure drift. Conversely, if a locus is

experiencing overdominant selection, two random

sequences will, on average, have a more distant

MRCA relative to pure drift (Fig. 3). This difference

in time to MRCA has consequences for levels of

standing polymorphism (the shorter the time back to

the MRCA, the less the polymorphism). The time

back to the MRCA also influences the length of a

region under linkage disequilibrium. The longer the

time, the shorter the expected block of disequilibrium

around a gene. Hence, reduced level of polymor-

phism and/or longer blocks of disequilibrium relative

to a neutral model are both potential signals of

directional selection. Finally, selection shifts the

frequency spectrum of alleles (the number of alleles

in each frequency category), either producing too
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many rare alleles or too many alleles at intermediate

frequencies relative to pure drift, and many polymor-

phism-based tests look for such departures. A second

feature of time that is exploited in more recent tests of

selection is that, under drift, alleles at higher

frequency are older and hence should have (on

average) shorter blocks of linkage disequilibrium

around them than younger alleles.

There are a large number of tests based on

comparing different features of the current sequence

variation around a locus (such as number of alleles

versus average pair-wise divergence between alleles).

Two sequence evolution frameworks are generally

used as the basis for such comparison: the infinite

alleles and infinite sites models. The key assumption

of both models is that each mutation generates a new

sequence, and hence leaves a unique signature. Such

is not the case when using microsatellite (STR)

markers, as these follow a step-wise mutation model,

with two mutations potentially recovering the origi-

nal state. When analyzing STR markers, this very

different mutation process must be explicitly mod-

eled into the analysis, unless one is willing to assume

back mutation is negligible.

Returning to the infinite alleles versus infinite sites

frameworks, how do these two basic sequence

evolution models differ? Given a DNA sequence,

an infinite alleles framework would treat each

haplotype as a different allele (under the assumption

of no intra-genic recombination), while the infinite

sites framework looks at each position in the

sequence separately. Figure 4 illustrates this differ-

ence. Here, in a sample of five sequences, there are

three haplotypes (and hence three alleles in the

infinite alleles framework). In an infinite sites

framework, looking over the six sites, we find that

only two of these sites are segregating.

Polymorphism-based tests compare the frequency

of alleles with their expectations under the neutral

model. Two typical departures are seen: (i) an excess

of common alleles and a deficiency of rare alleles

(alleles younger than expected) and (ii) a deficiency

of common alleles and an excess of rare alleles

(alleles older than expected). Pattern (i) would be

expected under directional selection, when the coa-

lescent times have been shrunk (relative to what is

expected under drift) by a selective sweep. Pattern (ii)

would be expected under overdominant selection,

where the coalescent times are longer than expected

under drift. The problem is that these patterns can

also be generated by demographic events. A popu-

lation bottleneck and/or recent expansion can gener-

ate pattern (i), while population subdivision can

generate pattern (ii). Thus, polymorphism-based tests

contrast the null (strict neutral model with a single

population of constant size) against a composite

alternative hypothesis (selection and/or departures

from a single random-mating population of constant

size).

Obviously this is a serious limitation (and one well

recognized in the literature). One approach to at least

partly work around this concern is that demographic

effects should leave a constant signature throughout

the genome, while selection events leave a unique

signature against this background. Hence, recent

whole-genome scans of selection have performed

polymorphism-based tests scanning a large, dense set

of markers spanning the genome, using this informa-

tion to generate a null distribution of the test statistic

corrected for population history. Selection is sug-

gested by looking at the extreme outliers against this

null distribution, a rather dubious procedure we

return to shortly.

Several of the early tests of neutrality are based on

summary statistics from the infinite sites model

(Appendix 1). The typical setting is a sample of n

sequences taken from a population, with the goal of

estimating h ¼ 4Nel. Three summary statistics are

commonly used for this purpose under an infinite

sites framework (Table 1). The first is S, the number

A A G A C C
A A G G C C
A A G A C C
A A G G C C
A A G G C A

Fig. 4 Differences in interpretation under an infinite sites

versus infinite alleles model. Consider five sequences (each

row representing a sequence). There are three haplotypes (rows

1, 3; rows 2, 4; row 5) and hence three alleles under the infinite

alleles model. However, there are only two segregating sites

(columns 4 and 6, where each column represents a different

position)
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of segregating sites in the sample. The second is k,

the average pair-wise difference between any two

random sequences. The final is g, the number of

singletons. Table 1 gives the expected values and

sample variances for these summary statistics under

strict neutrality. The quantities

an ¼
Xn�1

i¼1

1

i
and bn ¼

Xn�1

i¼1

1

i2
; ð2Þ

which appear in the table, appear in several of the

expressions for test statistics (Appendix 1). Under the

neutral equilibrium model, these three measures are

all simple functions of h, and hence can be

independently used to estimate it,

bhS ¼
S

an
; bhk ¼ k; bhg ¼

n� 1

n
g ð3Þ

bhS is often called the Waterson estimator for h
(Watersons 1975). Proposed tests for neutrality

contrast pairs of these estimates, with Tajima’s

(1989) D test comparing estimates based on S and

k, while two tests (D* and F) proposed by Fu and Li

(1993) contrast estimates based on S and k with those

based on g. To provide a general feel for how such

tests are defined, we examine Tajima’s test here in

some detail and several other tests in the Appendix.

Tajima’s D test

One of the first, and most popular, polymorphism-

based test is Tajima’s (1989) D test, which contrasts h
estimates based on segregating sites (S) versus

average pair-wise difference (k),

D ¼
bhk � bhSffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
aDSþ bDS2

p ð4aÞ

where the coefficients in the sample variance are

aD ¼
1

an

nþ 1

3ðn� 1Þ �
1

an

� �
� bD ð4bÞ

and

bD ¼
1

a2
n þ bn

2ðn2 þ nþ 3Þ
9nðn� 1Þ �

nþ 2

ann
þ bn

a2
n

� �
ð4cÞ

Tajima provides tables of critical values for D.

Tajima’s motivation for this test was his intuition

that there is an important difference between the

number of segregating sites S and the average

number k of nucleotide differences. For the former,

one simply counts polymorphic sites (independent of

their frequencies), while the latter is a frequency-

weighted measure. Hence, S is much more sensitive

to changes in the frequency of rare alleles, while k is

much more sensitive to changes in the frequency of

intermediate alleles. A negative value of D indicates

too many low frequency alleles, while a positive D

indicates too many intermediate-frequency alleles.

Expressed another way, Tajima’s D checks whether

the amount of heterozygosity is consistent with the

number of polymorphisms. Under selective sweeps

(and background selection and population expan-

sion), heterozygosity should be significantly less

than predicted from the number of polymorphisms,

giving E(D) < 0.

Genome-wide polymorphism tests

As mentioned several times, polymorphism-based

tests have limited scope in that if we reject the null

hypothesis (neutrality), we are left with a compos-

ite alternative hypothesis that, in additional to

selection, includes departures from the standard

demographic assumptions (a single, randomly mat-

ing population of constant size). In light of this

problem, much thought has gone into trying to

Table 1 Summary statistics of sample variation under the infinite sites model

Statistic Expected value Sample variance

S = number of segregating sites E½S� ¼ anh r2ðSÞ ¼ anhþ bnh
2

k = average number of pair-wise differences E[k] = h r2ðkÞ ¼ h nþ1
3ðn�1Þ þ h2 2ðn2þnþ3Þ

9nðn�1Þ

g = number of singletons E½g� ¼ h n
n�1

r2ðgÞ ¼ h n
n�1
þ h2 2an

n�1
� 1

ðn�1Þ2
h i

where an ¼
Pn�1

i¼1

1
i and bn ¼

Pn�1

i¼1

1
i2
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estimate the coalescent process under neutrality, but

accounting for the population structure inherent in

the data.

A number of workers have used Cavalli-Sforza’s

(1966) idea that all of the genome experiences the

same demography (focusing here on autosomal

chromosomes). Hence, markers across the genome

provide useful information on the null distribution.

Using this approach, one could scan a huge number

of loci, under the assumption that the vast bulk are

essentially neutral (i.e., not under strong directional

selection), and these can be used to generate the null

distribution. Outliers in this null indicate potential

loci under selection. However, it is very difficult

(at best!) to compute p values for test statistics that

were chosen on the basis of being outliers without a

correct model of the underlying demography. This

approach is best viewed as a discovery procedure for

generating an enriched set of candidate genes, not a

formal test of selection.

A much better approach is to make some

assumptions about the demography, and then use

these to generate a neutral coalescent under this

structure, from which we can obtain a null

distribution for comparison. This approach is often

referred to as coalescent simulation. In particular,

given that most of the loci in a scan are likely

neutral, we can use information for these to make

inferences about the population parameters in the

assumed demographic model. The problem is that

if the assumed model is wrong (for example, the

model assumes a single bottleneck, while in reality

the population was formed through a series of

successive bottlenecks), then the estimated demo-

graphic parameters will be biased and the critical

values generated by the coalescent simulation are

incorrect.

An interesting modification of the general coales-

cent simulation was offered Wright et al. (2005) in

their scan of 774 maize genes. They assumed that loci

fall into two classes, both of which experienced a

bottleneck during domestication, but with loci under

selection during domestication experiencing a more

extreme bottleneck than non-selected loci. This

results in a mixture-model likelihood for bottleneck

size, which then allows Bayes theorem to be used to

assign probabilities of a given locus being in the

background bottleneck versus the more severe (and

hence selected) bottleneck.

The ghost of Lewontin–Krakauer: genome wide

FST-based scans

While many tests simply use the variation within a

single population as the basis for the test statistic, one

of the very first tests for selection with sequence data

was proposed by Lewontin and Krakauer (1973), who

looked at allele frequencies values in different

populations by computing Wright’s FST statistic.

FST is basically the fraction of between-group

variation. Specifically, it is the between-group vari-

ance divided by the total variance. In their test, the

FST value for a candidate locus is compared with its

expected neutral value. Lewontin and Krakauer

reasoned that if differential (directional) selection

was occurring in the different populations, this would

generate a larger than expected FST value. Likewise,

if overdominant selection was operating, the

between-population divergence would be less than

expected. While their logic was sound, their test was

heavily criticized, as the null distribution under

neutrality depends very strongly on details of the

(unknown) population structure. As a result, their test

died a quick death. However, we are now starting to

see its ghost reappear in the literature (e.g., Akey

et al. 2002; Kayser et al. 2003; Storz et al. 2004),

wherein FST statistics are computed for a large

number of loci, with outliers indicating potential loci

under selection. Again, the concern is that this is

simply an enrichment procedure, rather than a formal

test.

One interesting partial way around this problem

associated with the use of FST was suggested by

Kayser et al. (2003), who looked at 322 STR loci in

both Africans and Europeans. With STR markers,

where a step-wise mutation model is biologically

more appropriate, FST is replaced by the related

measure RST. Of the 322 STR loci, Kayser et al.

found that 11 showed unusually high RST values. As a

check, they sequenced a nearby STR (for each of the

candidates), finding that these new (and tightly

linked) loci also had RST values larger than average.

Vigouroux et al. (2002) also used an FST approach

when screening 501 maize genes for signatures of

selection. They used coalescent simulation (incorpo-

rating a founding bottleneck) to see which loci

showed FST values that, given the number of

segregating alleles, were significant against the

coalescent simulation.
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If the significance issue can be resolved, FST-based

scans potentially offer a powerful tool for plant

breeders, suggesting candidate loci in natural popu-

lations of a relative sampled across a series of

environments in a scan for adaptation genes that can

be potentially introgressed into domesticated lines.

Tests based on linkage disequilibrium

As mentioned, one feature of selective sweeps is that

they have an excess of newly derived alleles at high

frequency. Fay and Wu’s H test (Appendix 1) is a

polymorphism-based test for this specific feature. A

second class of tests is offered by the following

observation. Under a selective sweep, some alleles

are at much higher frequencies than their age would

suggest under a neutral model, and being younger

these alleles have larger regions of linkage disequi-

librium than expected under drift. Again, the key here

is time. The more time an allele has been segregating

in a population, the smaller the window of disequi-

librium. If a sweep moves an allele quickly to high

frequency, the amount of disequilibrium, given its

frequency, should be excessive relative to a neutral

model. Human geneticist have developed several

tests based on this idea (Sabeti et al. 2002; Wang

et al. 2006; Voight et al. 2006). These tests require

very dense markers, as one must accurately measure

levels of disequilibrium over very small regions, but

can be very powerful. For example, Wang et al.

(2006) used a massive human data set of 1.6 million

SNPs, finding that 1.6% of the markers showed some

signatures of positive selection. Simulation studies by

Wang et al. found that their disequilibrium-based test

effectively distinguishes selection from population

bottlenecks and admixture (population structure).

Thus, such tests (which require dense SNP markers)

offer a potentially promising approach to disentan-

gling the effects of selection from demography.

All genome-based tests have an important caveat.

The large number of markers used are typically

generated by looking for polymorphisms in a very

small, and often not very geographically diverse,

sample. As a consequence, there is a strong ascer-

tainment bias inherent with these markers (for

example, an excess of intermediate-frequency mark-

ers). If such biases are not accounted for, they can

skew genome-wide tests (Nielsen 2005).

Joint polymorphism and divergence tests

Another important class of tests requires not only

within-species sequence data, but also data on the

divergence of sequence, either between very distant

populations of the same species or (better) closely

related species. Two widely used tests for selection,

the McDonald–Kreitman and HKA tests, are of this

form.

McDonald–Kreitman test

One of the most straightforward tests of selection

when one has both polymorphism and divergence

data was offered by McDonald and Kreitman (1991).

Consider a single locus, where we contrast the

polymorphism levels and divergence rates at synon-

ymous versus replacement sites. The ratio of

expected divergence between synonymous versus

replacement sites is

dsyn

drep

¼
2tlsyn

2tlrep

¼
lsyn

lrep

ð5aÞ

Likewise, the ratio of heterozygosity within these

two classes is

Hsyn

Hrep

¼
4Nelsyn

4Nelrep

¼
lsyn

lrep

ð5bÞ

Hence, these two ratios have the same expected

value under neutrality. We note that McDonald and

Kreitman provide a more general derivation of Eq.

5a, replacing 4Ne (the equilibrium value) by Ttot, the

total time on all of the within-species coalescent

branches, so that any effects of demography cancel.

Hence, the McDonald–Kreitman is not affected by

population demography (Nielsen 2001). Given the

constancy of these ratios under general neutrality, the

McDonald–Kreitman test is performed by contrasting

polymorphism versus divergence data at synonymous

versus replacement sites in the gene in question

through a simple contingency table analysis (v2 or

Fisher’s exact test).

At present, the McDonald–Kreitman test is best

considered a test for a defined set of candidate genes.

To use this test in a genomic-scan framework requires

largely complete genomic sequences for the target
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and a related species. For several crop species, this

requirement is on the near-horizon. Issues still

remain, however, as to the appropriate test statistic

given the expected thousands of comparisons in a full

genomic scan. Likewise, as tb1 illustrates, many

(indeed, perhaps the majority) of sites of selection are

likely to be outside of coding regions, and hence are

not covered by the McDonald–Kreitman test.

Hudson–Kreitman–Aguade (HKA) Test

Hudson et al. (1987) proposed the first test to jointly

use information from the standing levels of polymor-

phisms within a species and the amount of divergence

between species. The result was the very popular

HKA test. Full details of the test are given in the

Appendix, but the basic structure is as follows: one

considers L loci in two species (or divergent popu-

lations) A and B. For any given locus one can

estimate the amount of polymorphism in A, the

amount in B, and the divergence between A and B,

resulting in 3L estimates. Under drift, for each of the

L loci, the ratio of h values should be a constant,

hi;B

hi;A
¼ 4NeðBÞli

4NeðAÞli

¼ NeðBÞ
NeðAÞ

¼ a

as the common mutation rate cancels, so that

hi;B ¼ ahi;A: Thus, L + 1 parameters (Lhi values and

a) describe the within-species polymorphism, while

the hi values and one additional parameter (scaled

divergence time T) describe (under strict drift) the

between-species divergence. Hence, one has 3L

variation estimates which are (under drift) fully

described by L + 2 parameters. The HKA estimates

these L + 2 parameters and then performs a goodness-

of-fit test with the 3L observations, with a significant

departure of fit indicating failure of the strict neutral

model. Unlike the McDonald–Kreitman test, the

HKA test is strongly dependent on demography,

and our previous comments about attempts to adjust

for this apply.

Constraints on detecting selection

Even if they have experienced very strong selection,

domestication genes may not leave a strong signal at

linked neutral markers. What exactly are the optimal

conditions for detecting selection and are these met

with many crop species? At the genetic level, there

are at least four factors that impact the signal of

recent selection: level of polymorphism in the

genome of the ancestral species, frequency of the

favored allele at the start of selection, amount of local

recombination around the selected site, and levels of

selfing versus outcrossing.

For starters, high levels of polymorphism in the

ancestral species are required. If the ancestral species

has low levels of polymorphisms at the start of

selection (perhaps from it passing through bottle-

necks and/or being under selection itself), then the

reduction in polymorphism around the selective site

leaves a much weaker signal and is harder to detect.

Thus, for some crops it may be very difficult to detect

signatures of selection, even under strong selection.

For example, Hamblin et al. (2006) found that the

genome-wide background variation in Sorghum is too

low to reliably detect signatures of selection given the

marker density used by these investigators. Increas-

ing the marker density may provide a partial way

around this lack of sufficient variation, but this is

certainly not guaranteed. As one anonymous reviewer

pointed out, however, while attempts using polymor-

phism data may not be successful, linkage disequi-

librium approaches might be able to detect signals.

Clearly, this is an important open area for research.

A more subtle complication results from the

frequency of favorable alleles at the start of the

domestication process. A typical selective sweep is

generally thought to occur following the introduction

of a single favorable new mutation. Hence, there is

only one founding haplotype at the time of selection.

It should be kept in mind, however, that selection on

domestication alleles is akin to a sudden shift in the

environment, with many of these alleles pre-existing

in the population before domestication. If the fre-

quency of any such allele is >0.05, multiple haplo-

types are likely present, resulting in considerable

variation around the selective site even after fixation,

and a very weak (if any) signal (Innan and Kim 2004;

Teshima et al. 2006). Hence, there is the very real

possibility than many important domestication genes

will not have left a detectable signature in the pattern

of linked neutral variation. Further, if these alleles

were pre-existing at the time of selection (and hence

of indeterminate age), there is no clear expectation as
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to levels of linkage disequilibrium around selected

sites.

Another factor that influences the signal of a

selective sweep is the amount of effective recombi-

nation, which is a function of both the local

recombination rate around a selected site as well as

the amount of selfing (high levels of selfing reducing

the effective recombination rate). High effective

levels of recombination result in a shorter window

of influence around the selected site (resulting in

shorter regions of disequilibrium). While this is a plus

for fine-mapping of potential genes, it also means that

a dense marker scan around a putative region is

required, otherwise a potential signal might be

missed. In contrast, a low effective recombination

rate around a selected site will result in a large

window of influence, making such a site easier to

detect but much harder to localize.

The size of a sweep also has important implica-

tions beyond our ability to detect, and localize, sites

of recent selection. The signal of a sweep (reduction

in the level of neutral polymorphisms) arises because

of a reduction in the effective population size around

the selected site. This reduction in the effective

population size has important evolutionary conse-

quences, as the efficiency of selection on linked genes

is reduced within the region influenced by the sweep.

Within the region influenced by the sweep, deleteri-

ous alleles have a higher probability of fixation, while

favorable alleles have a reduced probability of

fixation compared to sites outside of the sweep.

Thus, in species with high effective recombination

rates, only a small region is potentially influenced by

a sweep, but in species with low effective recombi-

nation rates (such as would occur with high levels of

selfing), the sweep may influence the behavior of a

number of genes beyond the selected site.

For example, the sweep around the Waxy gene in

rice covers over 250 KB and influences close to 40

genes (Olsen et al. 2006). In a highly selfing species,

sweeps can have consequences for the behavior of

numerous genes beyond the target gene. In a species

experiencing a number of large sweeps during

domestication, deleterious mutations can accumulate

during the domestication process due to reduced

selection resulting from the decrease in effective

population size, above and beyond the general

bottleneck that occurs across the genome due to

domestication. There is at least some suggestive

evidence of this occurring in rice. Lu et al. (2006)

compared the genomes of Oryza sativa ssp. indica

and japonica with their ancestral relative O. rufipo-

gon. They found significantly more amino acid

substitutions during domestication than expected

based on the divergence of wild species. Further,

many of these substitutions involve radical changes in

amino acids (such as changes in electric charge), and

they estimated that roughly 25% of the amino acid

differences between indica and japonica were likely

deleterious. Lu et al. suggest that excessive reduc-

tions in Ne due to selective-sweeps covering much of

the genome during selection for domestication

greatly reduced the efficiency of natural selection in

removing deleterious alleles.

Caveats and unanswered questions

As we have seen, there is no shortage of formal tests for

selection. Unfortunately, most of these tests are also

strongly influenced by demography, such as a recent

passage through a bottleneck, something that is

expected for most domesticated crops. Several

approaches have been suggested to correct for demo-

graphic signals, such as using a large number of

markers (most of which are likely not influenced by

selection) to estimate features about the common

demograph. The simplest approach is to use outliers as

an enrichment procedure for candidates (as opposed to

a formal test of selection). Another strategy used by

several authors is to compute several different test

statistics, with the idea that the appropriately chosen

tests use independent signatures of departures from the

strictly neutral model, so that those showing significant

results over a number of such tests provide a strong

signature for selection. Again, this is an enrichment

procedure, not a formal statistical test.

A more formal approach is to use the large amount

of marker information in a genomic scan to estimate

parameters for some assumed demographic model,

which can then be used in coalescent simulations to

generate null distributions for the test statistic. The

concern with this method is that most coalescent

simulations are based on simple demographic models

(such as a single bottleneck in a randomly mating

population). However, the true demographic situation

during domestication is likely to be much more
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complex, with migration between a number of sub-

populations and (often) a considerable amount of

selfing in addition to random outcrossing. Hence, the

appropriate demographic model to underlie a coales-

cent simulation can be very difficult to ascertain.

Further, even with a lack of demographic issues, most

tests have been developed for fully outcrossing pop-

ulations, and special modification may be required to

correctly account for the presence of significant selfing

in many crops. Such extensions have to be developed in

order for plant breeders to fully exploit the power of

selection scans. Demographics can also have important

complications for association mapping. Population

subdivision can introduced correlations between

alleles that are unlinked, which can lead to markers

being associated within an unlinked QTL and hence

faultly marker-trait associations.

A final interesting unanswered question concerns

the relative strength of selection on domestication

versus improvement genes. With a series of diverse

lines in hand, one can distinguish between these two

different phases of selection, as domestication genes

will leave a signal in all lines, while improvement

genes may leave a line-specific (or collection of

sublines) signal. The very few initial studies have

shown stronger selection on improvement genes. For

example, the maize domestication gene tb1 has a

90 kb sweep signature, leading to an estimated

strength of selection of s = 0.05. However, the

improvement gene Y1 has a 600 kb sweep, giving an

estimated strength of selection of s = 1.2 (Palaisa

et al. 2004). Likewise, the strength of selection on the

rice improvement gene Waxy is estimated at s = 4.5

(Olsen et al. 2006). Obviously, this is too small a

sample upon which to draw conclusions, but it does

suggest that the strength of selection during improve-

ment may be considerably stronger than during

domestication. As we have seen, too intense selection

(especially when selfing can occur) can result in a

considerable linkage drag allowing deleterious alleles

to accumulate and potentially favorable alleles to

become lost. Thus, wild species subjected to very

strong selection may not have sufficient variation for

subsequent improvement, so it may indeed be a good

thing if selection during domestication was weak.

Finally, at the risk of stating the obvious, all of the

approaches discussed here are suitable for searches

for adaptation genes (such as to water stress or high

salt) in the wild relatives of domesticated crops.
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Appendix: Details of frequency spectrum-based

tests

Fu and Li’s D* and F* tests

Table 1 provides three different estimators of h under

the infinite-sites model. Tajima’s D is based on the

contrast between two of these, but this leaves two

other contrasts, which Fu and Li (1993) used as the

basis for two new tests. Their D* test compares the

segregating sites (S) versus singletons (g) estimator of

h,

D� ¼
bhS � bhgffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a�Sþ b�S2

p ðA1aÞ

a� ¼
1

an

nþ 1

n
� 1

an

� �
� b� ðA1bÞ

b� ¼
1

a2
n þ bn

bn

a2
n

� 2

n
1þ 1

an
� an þ

an

n

� �
� 1

n2

� �
:

ðA1cÞ

In contrast, their F* test compares the average pair-

wise divergence (k) versus singletons (g) estimator of h,

F� ¼
bhk � bhgffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
aFSþ bFS2

p ðA2aÞ

aF ¼
1

an

4n2 þ 19nþ 3� 12ðnþ 1Þanþ1

3nðn� 1Þ

� �
� bF

ðA2bÞ

bF ¼
1

a2
n þ bn

 
2n4 þ 110n2 � 255nþ 153

9n2ðn� 1Þ

þ 2ðn� 1Þan

n2
� 8bn

n

!
:

ðA2cÞ

These expression are from Simonsen et al. (1995),

with Eq. A2c correcting a typo in the original Fu and Li

paper. Critical values for both tests are tabulated by Fu
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and Li (1993). While these tests are fairly widely used,

Simonsen et al. (1995) found that they are not as

powerful as Tajima’s test for detecting a selective

sweep or population structure departures (bottlenecks

or population subdivision). However, Fu (1997) found

that both tests have more power than Tajima’s D for

detecting signals of background selection.

Fu’s W and FS tests

Fu (1996, 1997) proposed several more refined tests

for specific settings, such as too few alleles or too

many alleles. These tests use the infinite alleles (as

opposed to infinite sites) framework for sequence

analysis (see Fig. 4). To develop these, we first need

to introduce Ewen’s Sampling Formula (Evens 1972),

which gives the probability (under the infinite alleles

model) that we see K alleles (haplotypes) in a sample

of size n as

PrðK ¼ kÞ ¼ j S
k
njhk

SnðhÞ
ðA3aÞ

where

SnðhÞ ¼ hðhþ 1Þðhþ 2Þ � � � ðhþ n� 1Þ ðA3bÞ

and Sk
n is the coefficient on the hk term in the

polynomial given by Sn(h). (Sk
n is called a Stirling

number of the first kind). For example, the probability

that only a single allele is seen in our sample is

PrðK ¼ 1Þ ¼ ðn� 1Þ!
ðhþ 1Þðhþ 2Þ � � � ðhþ n� 1Þ ðA4Þ

Using Eq. A3a, the mean and variance for the

number of alleles can be found to be

EðKÞ ¼ 1þ h �
Xn

j¼2

1

hþ j� 1
ðA5aÞ

and

r2ðKÞ ¼ h �
Xn�1

j¼1

j

ðhþ jÞ2
ðA5bÞ

Fu’s W test (1996) is based on Ewen’s sampling

formula, and is as follows. Suppose we have an

estimate bh of h and we observe k alleles in our

sample. The probability of seeing k (or fewer) alleles

in our sample under the null hypothesis is just

W ¼ PrðK � kÞ ¼
Xk

i¼1

PrðK ¼ kjbhÞ ¼
Xk

i¼1

jSk
njbhk

SnðbhÞ
ðA6Þ

The W test uses the Watterson estimator bh ¼ S=an

so that

SnðbhÞ ¼ S=anðS=an þ 1ÞðS=an þ 2Þ � � � ðS=an þ n� 1Þ

This is a test for a deficiency of rare alleles, and

hence W is a one-sided test statistic. Fu (1996)

showed that the W test is more powerful that Tajima’s

D and Fu and Li’s D* and F* tests for detecting

samples from a structured population (as also occurs

with overdominant selection).

Fu’s FS test (1997) is the complement of his W

statistic, being a test for excess rare alleles. It starts

by computing the probability of seeing m or more

alleles in our sample,

S0 ¼ PrðK � mÞ ¼
Xn

i¼m

jSm
n jbhm

SnðbhÞ
ðA7aÞ

but now using bh ¼ k; the estimator of h based on

average number of pair-wise differences. Fu notes

that S0 is not an optimal test statistic because its

critical points are often too close to zero. Because of

this, the test statistic S is the logit of S0,

FS ¼ ln
S0

1� S0

� �
ðA7bÞ

FS is negative when there is an excess of rare

alleles (as occurs with an excess of recent muta-

tions as would occur with a selective sweep or

population expansion), with a sufficiently large

negative value being evidence for selection. Hence,

FS is also a one-sided test statistic. Fu (1997)

showed that FS is more powerful that Tajima’s

and Fu and Li’s tests for detecting population

growth/selective sweeps. Conversely, Fu and Li’s

tests are more powerful for detecting background

selection.
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Fay and Wu’s H test

Fay and Wu (2000) and Kim and Stephan (2000) note

that a distinct signal is left by a selective sweep that is

not left by background selection. Specifically, it is

common to see alleles that have newly arisen by

mutation at high frequency following a sweep (as they

hitched along for the ride). With background selection,

this feature is not expected. This is the basis for Fay

and Wu’s H test, which disproportionately weights

derived alleles at high frequency. Their test requires an

outgroup so that one can access whether an allele

occurs in the outgroup or has recently been derived by

mutation. Such derived alleles are expected to be at

lower frequency (as under neutrality, the frequency of

an allele is a rough indicator of its age, with older

alleles being more frequent). The test proceeds as

follows. Let Si denote the number of derived mutants

foundi times in our sample of size n. For example, if

there are five unique (derived) alleles, four alleles each

appearing twice, and one allele appearing five times in

our sample of size 18, then S1 = 5, S2 = 4, S5 = 1. The

estimate of h from the average pair-wise difference

expressed in terms of the Si is

bhk ¼ 2
Xn�1

i¼1

Siiðn� iÞ
nðn� 1Þ ðA8aÞ

while an estimate of h weighted by homozygosity is

bhH ¼ 2
Xn�1

i¼1

Sii
2

nðn� 1Þ ðA8bÞ

Fay and Wu’s H test is given by the scaled difference

of bhH � bhk:

Given that Fay and Wu’s test weights derived allele

at high frequency, a significant H and D test is

consistent with a selective sweep, while a significant

D test, but not a significant H test suggests background

selection or demographic features more likely account

for the departure from neutrality. While widely used,

the H test is not without problems. While it is largely

insensitive to population bottlenecks, it is highly

sensitive to population structure. Further, the power of

H rapidly decreases over time following a sweep,

while the D test retains substantial power over a much

longer time after a sweep (Przeworski 2002).

Hudson–Kreitman–Aguade (HKA) test

Consider two species (or distant populations) A and

B that are at mutation-drift equilibrium with

population sizes NA = N and NB = a N, respectively.

Further assume they separated T = s/(2N) genera-

tions ago from a common population of size

N� ¼ ðNA þ NBÞ=2 ¼ Nð1þ aÞ=2; the average of

the two current population sizes. Suppose

i ¼ 1; � � � ; L unlinked loci are examined in both

species. The amount of polymorphism for locus i in

A is a function of hi ¼ 4Neli; while the amount of

polymorphism for the same locus in B is a function

of 4NBli ¼ 4ðaNeÞli ¼ ahi: The resulting summary

statistics used are LSi
A values, for the number of

segregating sites at locus i in A, another LSB
i for

the same loci in B, and L Di values, for the

amounts of divergence (measured by the average

number of differences between a random gamete

from A and a random gamete from B). Given these

3L summary statistics, the HKA test statistic X2 is

given by

X2 ¼
XL

i¼1

SA
i � bEðSA

i Þ
� �2

dVarðSA
i Þ

þ
XL

i¼1

SB
i � bEðSB

i Þ
� �2

dVarðSB
i Þ

þ
XL

i¼1

Di � bEðDiiÞ
� �2

dVarðDiÞ
ðA9Þ

where for nA samples from A and nB samples from B,

bEðSA
i Þ ¼ bhianA

; bEðSA
i Þ ¼ ba bhianB

ðA10aÞ

dVarðSA
i Þ ¼ bhianA

þ bhi
2bnA

;

dVarðSB
i Þ ¼ ba bhianA

þ ba2 bhi
2bnB

ðA10bÞ

cDi ¼ bhi
bT þ 1þ ba

2

� �
ðA10cÞ

dVarðDiÞ ¼ bhi
bT þ 1þ ba

2

� �
þ

bhið1þ baÞ
2

 !2

ðA10dÞ

and an and bn are given by Eq. 2. Equations A10a and

(A10b) follow from Eq. 3, while Eq. A10c follows by

re-writing
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hi T þ 1þ a
2

� �
¼ 4Nli

s
2N
þ 1þ a

2

� �

¼ 2lisþ 4li

Nð1þ aÞ
2

where the first term is the between-population

divergence due to new mutations and the second

term the divergence from partitioning of the poly-

morphism 4N�li in the ancestral population. Thus,

the HKA test has L + 2 parameters to estimate, the

Lhx
i values and two demographic parameters, T and a.

The HKA test estimates these parameters and then

(using Eq. A10) computes the goodness of fit X2

statistic (Eq. A9), which is approximately v2 distrib-

uted with 3L � (L + 2) = 2L � 2 degrees of freedom.
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